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since a disc can hold a lot of data and store lots of games, that means that a cd or dvd
disc is a much more effective way to store games than usb flash drives. they also tend
to hold the biggest games, so a full game disc is a good idea if you plan on playing pc

games. we'll see more about this in the next section. oh, and keep in mind that there is
no specific mention of a disc drive in a console, because it was one of the very first
gaming consoles, and since it was designed for a console experience, there was no

concern with disc drives at the time. there were also early dvd players on consoles too,
but they were largely ignored. game loader is required to play any games that are sold

digitally, but for the vast majority of games that require only discs to load, game
loaders aren't required. this means that for any games you buy, your disc won't have a

special title on it; it'll just be labeled as a game disc. that's the case for all of these
discs, except for one. a small number of games were designed to be played on the
xbox 360, one of the primary reasons why a disc drive was added. these games are
currently not playable on the xbox one. (for more information on why the xbox one
doesn't need a disc drive, see the next section.) a wide range of so-called legacy
games are sold digitally for the ps2 and the gamecube. most of these games are

included in the main playstation or gamecube digital game collections for sale on the
playstation store and wii u and nintendo eshop online stores. games that don't appear
in any of these digital collections are usually sold physically, either in 3ds or wii u or

playstation stores. 5ec8ef588b
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